
Created as a companion piece to “Sabrina, The Teenage Witch,” “The Groovie

Goolies” tooke America by thunderstorm in 1970 on CBS. With their rapid-

fire wit and catchy rock tunes, The Goolies soon found their way on to toy

shelves (figures, puzzles, Halloween costumes & more) and on the Top 10

record charts with their hit “Chick-A-Boom!” The show was syndicated all

throughout the 70’s and 80’s on a package called “Groovie Goolies and

Friends,” creating a multi-generational following for the hapless Horrible Hall

residents.

The special creatures...uh...features, included in this DVD set, are some of the

most unique anywhere. Original Goolie animation cels, storyboard art and

model sheets have been unearthed from the Filmation cartoon crypt, and

included on this three disc set. A candid story called “The Creation of

Filmation” from Filmation head Lou Scheimer will have you in stitches. Also

featured are a Goolie sing-along, DVD-ROM extras, and two episode

commentaries with Lou Scheimer, Filmation alum Bob Burns, Goolie Head

Writer Jack Mendelsohn, Filmation author and expert Darrell MacNeil.

And for the first time on any DVD set, BCI is proud to present “Goolians; A

Docu-Comedy!” This innovative format was created by produder and voice-

over artist Wally Wingert (“Family Guy”/”Invader Zim”). It combines the

elements of a standard documentary with the zaniness of a sitcom.

Obsessed Goolie fans (known as “Goolians”) Wally and Daniel Roebuck

(“Lost”/”Agent Cody Banks”) are instructed by their psychiatrist Dr. Sigmund

C. Monsturr, to go on a quest to discover everything they can about he

Groovie Goolies. Only when they’ve filled their brains with Goolie knowledge

will they be cured of I.M.M.A.D. (International Monster Movie Addiction

Disorder) and be able to leave Mon-Anon (Monsters Anonymous), a support

group for monster addicts.

On their quest they run into Goolie head writer Jack Mendelsohn, former

CBS programming chief Fred Silverman, Ron Chaney, Forrest J. Ackerman,

Make-up Artist Bill Corso, Lou Scheimer, and rock legend Alice Cooper. The

rockin’ music score for “Goolians” is supplied by Sacramento punk band The

Groovie Ghoulies.

In classic Goolie tradition, a new original rock song called “True Blue

Goolian” was created exclusively for this featurette, and the music video for

the song closes out “Goolians” in true Groovie Goolies fashion.

Combined with clips from the original cartoon and other surprises, “Goolians”

is sure to be the “stalk” of the town.



An Appreciation by Shawn Sheridan

Monsters are groovy.  It’s a known fact – ask any kid.  And for kids

growing up in the 1970’s, there was a plethora of monster grooviness for

impressionable young minds to enjoy.  

It was during the 70’s that typical “monster kids” could spend hours

assembling their cherished monster model kits from the great “Aurora”

plastic model company… watch classic Universal monster films like

“Frankenstein” and “The Wolf Man” on their local television stations

(perhaps hosted by a popular horror host like Bill “Chilly Billy” Cardille or

Bob Wilkins)… and sit up in bed at night, reading the latest issue of Forrest

J. Ackerman’s tribute to all things monster, “Famous Monsters Of

Filmland” magazine.

And on Saturday mornings (back when Saturday morning TV viewing

was an actual “event”), most kids

planted themselves in front of their

TVs with a bowl of their favorite

sugared cereal to watch cartoons…

so it’s no wonder that those creepy,

crazy residents of Horrible Hall –

The Groovie Goolies – made such

an impact on young monster fans

when they first invaded television

sets in 1970…

Filmation’s GROOVIE GOOLIES show was a fun, fast-paced half-hour of

animated monster mischief that combined comedy elements inspired by

Rowan and Martin’s LAUGH-IN series, pop music interludes a la THE

ARCHIES cartoon (also a Filmation hit), and the “monster team-up”

concept of the Universal horror film sequels of the 40’s like HOUSE OF

FRANKENSTEIN and HOUSE OF DRACULA.  

Each episode featured the antics of a group of monsters that lived together

in a boarding house known as Horrible Hall.  These “Goolies” were

caricatured versions of all the classic monsters – hip vampire COUNT

DRAC, the witchy cook HAGATHA, the hulking but lovable Frankenstein-

esque monster FRANKIE, the loony lycanthrope WOLFIE, and the

Vampira-like Bella La Ghostly, among many others.  Filmation’s character

designs were funky and amusing, somewhat reminiscent of MAD

MAGAZINE artist Jack Davis’ style of illustrations.  Voice work was top

notch, including such talents as Larry Storch (F TROOP, Filmation’s

GHOSTBUSTERS), Larry Mann (RUDOLPH THE RED-NOSED

REINDEER’s Yukon Cornelius) Jane Webb (Sabrina, Betty & Veronica)

and Howard Morris (Jughead on

THE ARCHIES, as well as Atom

Ant, Beetle Bailey and countless

others). The Goolies told corny jokes,

took part in silly skits, and even

performed together in a band!   

Because of this clever

comedy/variety/musical format,

THE GROOVIE GOOLIES kept

things interesting and moving at a breezy clip, which executive producers

Lou Scheimer and Norman Prescott knew was important for the series

young audience.  A typical show might feature a superhero sketch with

Frankie as “Super Gool” (He could “leap haunted houses in a single

bound!”), followed by Bella La Ghostly reading the daily “Horror-Scope”…

or some questionable culinary tips from Hagatha on “From The Witch’s

Kitchen”… and then, after a “Mummy Wrap-Up” news report, the whole

gruesome gang could gather together for an original rockin’ tune such as

“C’mon, C’mon To The Goolie Picnic”, or the celebrated “Chick-A-Boom” –

a catchy number that actually made it into the top ten on Billboard’s

national singles chart by Goolies music executive Dick Monda (using the

pseudonym Daddy Dewdrop)!  It was this kind of anything-goes, party-like

atmosphere that made the series so appealing.  And best of all, it had

monsters.  Groovy monsters.  And no child need be afraid.

Now, like all good monsters that refuse to stay buried, THE GROOVIE

GOOLIES have been resurrected, through the mad science of DVD

remastering.  Horrible Hall has opened its doors once again, eager to

invite all past, present and future monster kids to join in the fun.  

Everybody SHOUT! -- It’s time for another Goolies get-together!

Shawn Sheridan is a Los Angeles-based
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monster fan who owns far too many toys

and horror movies than should be

allowed for a man his age.


